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Abstract. Inspired by the swampland distance conjecture and the high-slope conjecture,
we present two families of multi-field inflationary potentials compatible with the conjectures
along the trajectory. One family is a helix-type potential that satisfies the conjectures only
locally. This family inflates with V  H and produces Planck-compatible scalar pertur-
bations, but a too-high tensor power. Our other family of potentials globally satisfies the
swampland conjectures and is in negatively-curved field space. It balances the potential gra-
dient against the geometry to generate high turning rates. Due to the form of the potential,
this model has exactly massless entropic perturbations and a light adiabatic mode. In the su-
perhorizon limit, the entropic mode freezes out, which sources linear growth of the adiabatic
mode. In contrast to hyperinflation, both families remain under perturbative control.
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1 Introduction
In multi-field models it is possible to have both a period of inflation and a steep potential
[1, 2] 1. In these models the ratio of the gradient of the potential to the potential is still
proportional to the rate of time evolution of the Hubble parameter, but the proportionality
coefficient can be much larger than one:
V = H
(
1 +
ω2
9H2
)
, V =
M2Pl
2
( |∇V |
V
)2
, H = − H˙
H2
. (1.1)
The quantity ω measures the turning rate of the trajectory and can potentially be much
larger than H. This expression is correct when H and |ηH|  1, where ηH ≡ ˙H/(HH). In
some of the references cited in this paper, for example [1], this variable is called Ω. This
is a statement about the background field motion. Fitting the experimental data imposes
further constraints both on the classical trajectory (number of e-folds) and on the quantum
fluctuations: ns, r, isocurvature power and non-gaussianities. As is well known, models of
inflation with more than one light field can produce sizable isocurvature power whenever
ω 6= 0, depending on the masses of the fields [11–14].
In this paper we examine potentials with large values of V & 1, both in flat and
negatively curved field-space geometries, and check their compatibility with the experimental
limits. More precisely, the examples below satisfy the constraint [15]
V & 1 or ηV . −1
at all points, where
ηV ≡M2Pl ×minimum eigenvalue(V;IJ)/V
(1.2)
in a large region of field space of magnitude ∆φ &MPl. One potential satisfies the constraint
globally, the other only locally. Our motivation to explore such models is the swampland
conjectures [15–20]2, though the approach followed in this paper is bottom-up. We will not
present a compelling reason to expect a top-down approach to generate the combinations of
metric and potential of the examples that follow.
Hyperinflation [2] is an intriguing proposal that belongs to the group of models that
interests us. It balances large potential gradients against the (negative) curvature of field
space to generate a period of inflation. The follow-up work on this idea has focused on
its quantum fluctuations [155, 156]. Recently, Fumagalli et al. [47], pointed out that in
some instances the growth of perturbations invalidates the use of perturbation theory, while
Bjorkmo and Marsh [41, 55] have generalized the idea of hyperinflation to a larger family
of potentials. We have little to add to these analyses; our focus will be on different families
while keeping in mind the results found in these manuscripts.
Our models are distinct from hyperinflation, but similarly create strongly non-geodesic
inflationary trajectories. However, our models remain under perturbative control. The first
model is new, the second is a particular example of a larger class of multi-field models whose
perturbative good behavior has been explained in [57, 157].
1See [3–10] for exploring alternative ways of making inflation compatible with steep potentials.
2For a follow-up on the cosmological consequences of the conjectures, see [1, 10, 16–19, 21–154]. An
interesting possibility is that the conjectures are a consequence of forbidding eternal inflation [21].
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2 Notation
Before describing our models, a quick note on notation. We consider models with Nf scalar
fields in (3+1) spacetime dimensions and Friedman-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker metric, with
spacetime metric signature (−,+,+,+). The field-space has a metric GIJ(φI). Greek letters
label space-time indices, lower-case Latin letters label spatial indices and upper-case Latin
letters label field-space indices, I, J = 1, 2, . . . , Nf . We work in units where the reduced
Planck mass is set to one, but occasionally insert it in expressions to make dimensions
apparent.
With these assumptions the equations of motion for the background fields are:
Dtφ˙I + 3Hφ˙I + GIJV,J = 0 (2.1)
where V,I ≡ DIV . The covariant derivative with respect to cosmic time is defined as:
DtAI ≡ φ˙JDJAI = A˙I + ΓIJK AJ φ˙K . (2.2)
As these two equations show, it is possible to offset large gradients in the potential against
curvature to have slow-roll inflation.
2.1 Perturbations
This section largely follows the notation of [158]. The evolution of the perturbations is given
by:
D2tQI + 3HDtQI +
[
k2
a2
δIJ +MIJ −
1
a3
Dt
(
a3
H
φ˙I φ˙J
)]
QJ = 0 (2.3)
where QI are the Mukhanov-Sasaki variables. They are gauge invariant with respect to
space-time gauge transformations to first order in the perturbations. The mass-squared
matrix appearing in the equation of motion for the perturbations is
MIJ ≡ GIK(DJDKV )−RILMJ φ˙Lφ˙M (2.4)
where RILMJ is the Riemann tensor for the field-space manifold. We may decompose the
perturbations along directions tangent (adiabatic: Qσ) and perpendicular (entropic: δs
I) to
the classical trajectory:
Qσ ≡ σˆIQI = σ˙
H
Rc, where σˆI ≡ φ˙
I
σ˙
, σ˙2 ≡ GIJ φ˙I φ˙J
δsI ≡ sˆIJQJ , sˆIJ ≡ GIJ − σˆI σˆJ
ωI ≡ DtσˆI = − 1
σ˙
V,K sˆ
IK ω = |ωI |.
Here, Rc is the gauge invariant curvature perturbation. The equation for the adiabatic mode
is:
Q¨σ+3HQ˙σ+
[
k2
a2
+Mσσ − ω2 − 1
a3
d
dt
(
a3σ˙2
H
)]
Qσ = 2
d
dt
(ωJδs
J)−2
(
V,σ
σ˙
+
H˙
H
)
(ωJδs
J).
(2.5)
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This indicates that there is a particular combination of entropic modes with special physical
significance (ωJδs
J). To separate this combination from the rest, one introduces a unit vector
that points in the direction of the turning rate:
sˆI ≡ ω
I
ω
, γIJ = GIJ − σˆI σˆJ − sˆI sˆJ (2.6)
δsI = sˆIQS +B
I where Qs ≡ sˆJQJ , BI ≡ γIJQJ . (2.7)
The evolution of Qs is given by the equation:
Q¨s + 3HQ˙s +
[
k2
a2
+Mss + 3ω2 −Π2
]
Qs (2.8)
= 4
k2
a2
ω
σ˙
Ψ−Dt(ΠJBJ)−ΠJDtBJ −MIJ sˆIBJ − 3H(ΠJBJ) (2.9)
where ΠI = 1ωMKJ σˆKγIJ and Mss ≡ MIJ sˆI sˆJ . We denote the entropic mode’s effective
mass in two-field inflation as µ2s ≡Mss + 3ω2.
3 Helix-trajectory potentials
It is challenging to construct observationally-consistent models with sustained high ω in flat
field space. Radially symmetric potentials, for example, are excluded as Hubble friction will
always redshift away any turning. In this section we present a class of helix-like potentials in
flat field-space with a large V and observationally consistent scalar perturbations. Different
potentials with helix-type behavior have been studied before in [57, 159, 160]. However,
Dante’s Inferno [159] is not helical when using the appropriate flat metric. Spiral Inflation
[160] has a tachyonic mode and a growing radius. The potential presented below is single-
valued while the Shift-symmetric Orbital Inflation potential [57] is multi-valued and has an
additional shift symmetry.
This potential forces a helical trajectory in field space. There are three fields, x, y, z,
with canonical kinetic terms.
V = Λ4
(
ez/R + ∆
(
1− exp
[−(x−A cos z/f)2 − (y −A sin z/f)2)
2σ2
]))
(3.1)
The potential is exponential in z, other than a gaussian divot curled into a helix with radius
A and period 2pi/f .
An idea of the background dynamics can be gained by considering that the field tra-
jectory lies confined nearly in the center of the helical track. It will be helpful to define
coordinates centered on the track
x = A cos(z/f) + δr cos θ (3.2)
y = A sin(z/f) + δr sin θ (3.3)
The potential takes the simpler form V = Λ4
(
ez/R + ∆
(
1− exp
[
− δr2
2σ2
]))
. In these coor-
dinates V takes the form
V =
∆2δr2R2 + σ4e
δr2
σ2
+ 2z
R
2R2σ4
(
∆− e δr
2
2σ2
(
∆ + ez/R
))2 . (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: The helix-path potential (3.1). The potential is plotted so that cloud density
increases as V decreases. Parameters chosen for this plot were illustrative and not in the
regime of inflationary interest.
3.1 Background dynamics
The background equations of motion are
H2 =
V
3− H
δr′′ + (3− H)δr′ − δr θ′2 + A
f2
cos(z/f − θ)z′2+
+
Λ4
H2
(
∆δr
σ2
e−δr
2/(2σ2)
(
1 +
A2
f2
− A
2
f2
cos2 (z/f − θ)
)
+
Aez/R
fR
sin (z/f − θ)
)
= 0
θ′′ + (3− H)θ′ + 2δr
′θ′
δr
− A
f2δr
sin (2z/f − 2θ) z′2+
+
Λ4A
2f2H2
(
−A∆e
−δr2/(2σ2) sin (2z/f − 2θ)
σ2
− 2fe
z/R cos (z/f − θ)
Rδr
)
= 0
z′′ + (3− H)z′ + Λ
4
H2
(
A∆δr
fσ2
e−δr
2/(2σ2) sin (z/f − θ) + 1
R
ez/R
)
= 0
(3.5)
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where primes denote e-fold derivatives ∂t ≡ H∂N . Note that the background evolution
depends only on the combination Λ4/H2, which is independent of Λ. However, the same is
not true for the perturbations. We will later exploit this to set the amplitude of the scalar
perturbations without affecting the background evolution.
There is a steady-state solution with the fields approximately centered in the helical
track. We look for a solution to the equations of motion with
z′ = − 1
R
1
1 + A
2
f2
θ = z/f + c
δr = b ez/R
(3.6)
where b, c are constants. Near the center of the track, b is small and we neglect O(b2), or
O(b) compared to constant terms in the equations of motion. In addition we neglect the
small z-dependence in b and c, since it is O(A2f2) and we are interested in regime with A
and f both small. Our solution ansatz solves the equations of motion when
b =
Afσ2 csc(c)
(A2 + f2)R∆
(3.7)
tan c =
6R2
(
A2 + f2
)− f2
2fR
(3.8)
Numerically this solution is stable in a narrow basin of attraction. Small perturbations
around this solution δr = b ez/R+ δδr are stable when the initial perturbation δδr(t0) . σ/4.
With larger perturbations δr grows until the fields exit the track.
The interesting slow-roll parameters are all constants in the steady state:
H = M
2
Pl
1
2R2
1
1 +A2/f2
V = M
2
Pl
f2
2(A2 + f2)2
(
A2 + f2
R2
+
4A2f2
(f2 − 6(A2 + f2)R2)2
)
1 +
ω2
9H2
= V /H = 1 +
4A2f2R2
(A2 + f2)(f2 − 6(A2 + f2)R2)2 .
(3.9)
This solution matches our numerics well, see figure 3.2.
This solution has high-slope inflation (V  H) in a large region of parameter space,
provided we make A and f both small. In the z → +∞ limit, V → 1/(2R2), so we in addition
choose R < 1√
2
MPl. But this potential is not globally high-slope: in the z → −∞ limit, V
vanishes outside the track. Since ηV also vanishes outside the track, to fulfill the swampland
criteria globally (1.2), this potential needs to be modified in this limit. Another reason to
modify the potential is that the slow-roll parameters are constant and inflation cannot end.
In our simulations, we terminated inflation manually once it had become apparent that the
perturbations had frozen on superhorizon scales, and were relatively insensitive to the end
of inflation. Any modification of the potential that preserves the superhorizon modes (i.e.
keeps the entropic masses sufficiently positive) while pushing H → 1 would preserve our
analysis.
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Figure 3.2: Slow-roll parameters during the numerical evolution of our helical track po-
tential. The numerical slow-roll parameters are the blue solid lines, and our corresponding
steady-state solutions (3.9) are red dotted lines. The deviations from the steady state solu-
tion decay proportional to ez/R. Initial conditions were chosen slightly off (3.6), which give
rise to oscillations as the solution settles into the steady state within a few e-folds. The
potential parameters used were A = 3 × 10−3MPl, f = 4 × 10−4MPl, ∆ = 2.0, R = 0.7MPl,
σ = 10−3MPl. The field-space excursion in this simulation was ∼ 0.7MPl over 30 e-folds.
3.2 Perturbations
The two entropic masses both have m2  H2 during the entire inflationary trajectory, so
we expect isocurvature effects in the inflationary evolution to be negligible. With heavy
isocurvature masses, multi-field inflationary scenarios with high turning rates produce per-
turbations similarly to single-field models with a reduced speed of sound cs. This has been
rigorously derived for two-field scenarios in [161–163] and for 3-field scenarios in [164]. In
our notation, the effective speed of sound is
1
c2s
= 1 +
4ω2(Vγγ − |γ˙|2)
detM
M ≡
(
Vss − ω2 − |γ˙|2 Vsγ
Vsγ Vγγ − |γ˙|2
) (3.10)
where sI and γI are normal and binormal unit vectors to the trajectory as in (2.6). For the
fields x, y, z in flat space, γˆ ≡ σˆ × sˆ. In the steady state, taking the limit b → 0, the speed
of sound is
cs =
C +
(
2A4 + 2A2f2
(
2− 3R2)+ 3f4 (1− 2R2)) ez/R
C + (2A4 + 2A2f2 (9R2 + 2) + f4 (18R2 − 1)) ez/R ,
C ≡ 2∆Λ
4R2
(
A2 + f2
)4 − 2f4σ2 (A2 + f2)
A2f2Λ4σ2
(3.11)
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Figure 3.3: (Left) The powerspectra for a mode that exited the horizon 15 e-folds after
the beginning of inflation. We begin the plot when we numerically imposed Bunch-Davies
initial conditions, 8 e-folds before this mode exited the horizon. The adiabatic mode freezes
on superhorizon scales, while the isocurvature powerspectra decay until they are numerically
indistinguishable from zero. (Right) The adiabatic powerspectrum is smooth and featureless
in k, with an ns = 0.9653. Potential parameters match those used in figure 3.2.
The speed of sound can substantially differ from 1 when C is subdominant to the ez/R terms.
In the high z/R limit, cs is minimized by a small ratio of A/f . This expression qualitatively
agrees with our numerical calculations of (3.10). For the simulation in figure 3.2, cs ' 1, but
it can be slightly lower3.
The perturbations of single-field models with reduced speed of sound are well studied
[161, 162]. The spectral tilt in such models is [142]
ns − 1 ' −2H − ηH − 3κ (3.12)
where κ ≡ c′s/cs. In the steady state, ηH ≈ 0 and κ is negligibly small except for the short
window of time when C and the ez/R term are comparable in size. This region of time was
avoided in our simulations. The adiabatic mode, then, influences ns only by the effects of
H . Recalling our steady-state expression (3.9), we expect H and therefore ns to be set
by the ratio A/f . Fortunately, this is consistent with our high-slope inflation requirement,
which only needs A and f both small. If we take A/f ∼ 7 and R ∼ √2MPl, then we expect
ns ∼ 0.96.
This argument was verified with a full transport method evolution of the scalar pertur-
bations, which is equivalent to tree-level in the in-in formalism [165] (see appendix A for a
brief overview of the method). A simulation with Planck-compatible scalar powerspectra is
shown in figure 3.3.
We emphasize these models have low isocurvature (riso ≡ Piso(k?, Nend)/Pζ(k?, Nend) ∼
0 within machine precision ) and a featureless adiabatic powerspectrum. The scalar power-
spectra have frozen out, so we expect these predictions to be largely independent of the end
3Parameters which provide cs ∼ 0.8, ns ∼ 0.96 are z0 = 1.0MPl,R = 0.7MPl,∆ = 1.0,A = 6×10−4MPl,f =
8× 10−5MPl,σ = 1.3× 10−3MPl. In the steady state, this solution has ω2/H2 ∼ 105, V ∼ 190, H ∼ 0.02.
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of inflation. The absolute adiabatic amplitude is set only by Λ and both entropic masses
are positive during the entire superhorizon evolution, so we expect perturbation theory to
remain under control.
We did not perform any numerical analysis of the tensor perturbations or bispectrum
of scalar perturbations, but the effective single-field results can be applied to estimate these
quantities. The tensor-to-scalar ratio is given by
r = 16Hcs (3.13)
which is suppressed in the small cs limit. The equilateral non-gaussianity is inversely pro-
portional to cs, see eq. (24) in [161], however, so the sound speed cannot be made arbitrarily
small and agree with observations.
f
(eq)
NL =
125
108
H
c2s
+
5
81
c2s
2
(
1− 1
c2s
)2
+
35
108
(
1− 1
c2s
)
(3.14)
For an H ∼ 0.02, a sound speed of 0.1 . cs . 0.25 is consistent with Planck [166,
167]. We have not fully explored parameter space4, but such a small sound speed is likely
inaccessible with this model, as it seems to require setting a small value of A/f and a large
R; both of these are constrained by H , which in turn is fixed by ns. The simulations we
have presented predict a too-high tensor power, even at cs ∼ 0.8. Adding an additional field
to our potential, so that there is another light degree of freedom around horizon exit, could
void our effective single-field analysis and allow a smaller tensor mode amplitude. We leave
this possibility to future work.
4 Superpotential model
In this section we study an analytically simple model with negative field space curvature
presented by Chen et al. [169]. This is a particular case of a larger family of potentials
analyzed in [57, 157]. It is a two-field model φI = {X,Y }. The metric resembles that of a
hyperbolic space:
GIJ =
(
e2Y/R0 0
0 1
)
(4.1)
with non-vanishing Christoffel symbols and Riemann tensor components
ΓXXY = Γ
X
YX =
1
R0
ΓYXX = −
1
R0
e2Y/R0
RYXXY = −RYXY X =
1
R20
e2Y/R0
RXY Y X = −RXYXY =
1
R20
.
(4.2)
The potential is built from a superpotential, W = W (X):
V (X,Y ) = 3W 2 − 2GIJW,IW,J . (4.3)
4Many of our parameters were found with a differential evolution optimizer from the BlackBoxOptim.jl
package [168], applied to our Julia-language implementation of the transport method [165].
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This form of the potential5 can be realized by demanding Y˙ = 0 and a potential of the form
V (X,Y ) = h(X) + f(X)g(Y ); see Appendix B. The dynamics are given by:
φ˙I = −2GIJW,J =
(
−2e−2Y/R0WX , 0
)
(4.4)
H = W (4.5)
ωI =
(
0,
2
R0
e−Y/R0W,X
)
(4.6)
H =
R20
2
ω2
H2
. (4.7)
We can constrain the geometric scale R0 by imposing high-turning, slow-roll inflation
independent of the form of the superpotential: choosing ω/H & 102 and H . 10−2 fixes
R0 . 10−3.
An exponential superpotential, W (X) = AeX/R
′
, can easily meet H  1, V & 1, and
ω/H  1 along the trajectory for all time. We find the following analytic results:
Y (N) = Y0, X(N) ≡ XN = X0 − 2
R′
e−2Y0/R0N (4.8)
N(t) =
R′
2
e2Y0/R0 log
[
2A
R′2
eX0/R
′+2Y0/R′t+ 1
]
(4.9)
ω
H
=
2
R0R′
e−Y0/R0 (4.10)
H =
2
R′2
e−2Y0/R0 (4.11)
V =
2
R′2
e−2Y/R0 +
8
R20
1(
3R′2e2Y/R0 − 2)2 . (4.12)
Here, N is the number of e-foldings elapsed since the start of inflation, and t is cosmic
time. We note that the superpotential scale R′ cannot be chosen independently of Y0 while
maintaining slow-roll inflation. Using the above constraint on R0, we find e
−Y0/R0/R′ =√
H/2 . 10−1. Hence, there exists a one-dimensional family of values for R′ and Y0 with
the desired inflationary behavior. We further emphasize that V parametrizes potential
gradients throughout the entire field space, whereas the dynamical expressions above pertain
to a particular inflationary trajectory.
We observe that the inflationary trajectory (4.8) proceeds in the negative X direction
at a fixed value of Y . The “turning” of this path can be seen by comparing against geodesics
of this field space, which take the form:
Y˜ (X) = R0 log
[
R0√
C −X√K − C +X
]
. (4.13)
A derivation is presented in Appendix C. The constants K and C may be chosen such that
the geodesic passes through any two points (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) such that X1 6= X2; their
values are given in (C.11) and (C.12). Evidently, the trajectory (4.8) is strongly non-geodesic,
with rapid turning for appropriately chosen parameters R0, R
′, and Y0.
An important feature of this class of trajectories is that field excursions are easily made
sub-Planckian. This ensures that the effective field theory with scalar potential (4.3) does
5Note that models with a similar field space metric and different potentials have been presented in [12, 170]
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Figure 4.1: A trajectory of the form (4.8) with N = 300 e-folds of inflation with X0 = 0.5,
XN = −12.05, Y0 = 0.0077, R0 = 0.0034, and R′ = 0.5. The geodesic connecting (X0, Y0)
to (XN , Y0) extends below the trajectory and yields a field excursion of 0.071MPl. The line
at Y = 0.012 corresponding to V = 1 is highlighted as well, with V > 1 everywhere below
this line.
not break down over the course of inflation [16, 17]. The excursion is defined as the geodesic
distance between two points (Xi, Yi) and (Xf , Yf ) and is given by (C.15). We consider a
trajectory from the initial point (Xi, Yi) = (X0, Y0) up until the point corresponding to N e-
folds of inflation (Xf , Yf ) = (XN , Y0). Choosing a geodesic that passes through these points,
the expressions for K and C simplify:
K =
√
(XN −X0)2 + 4Q (4.14)
C =
XN +X0 +K
2
, (4.15)
where Q = R20e
−2Y0/R0 . The geodesic distance (C.15) reduces to
S =
R0
2
log
[(
X0 −XN +K
X0 −XN −K
)2]
. (4.16)
The small geometric scale R0, required to have high-turning inflation, strongly suppresses
the distance for many possible values of X0 and XN , which ensures that the potential is
valid throughout inflation. A sample trajectory with rapid turning and sub-Planckian field
excursion is displayed in Figure (4.1) with the corresponding geodesic connecting X0 and
XN .
We note that V vanishes for Y  R0. Although this conflicts with the gradient swamp-
land conjecture, we find that the refined de Sitter conjecture [17] still holds. In particular,
this model satisfies the right half of (1.2): ηV is globally negative. Since the superpotential is
chosen to be an exponential, ηV is independent of X for this model. Figure (4.2) displays ηV
as a function of Y , with asymptotic values that are O(−1). Therefore, this potential indeed
satisfies the refined de Sitter conjecture globally, in spite of V vanishing for Y sufficiently
– 10 –
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Figure 4.2: The minimum eigenvalue of the covariant Hessian matrix for R0 = 0.0034 and
R′ = 0.5. This quantity is independent of X. The asymptotic behavior arises from the
potential V vanishing at Y = 0.00167 and becoming negative below this value. For large
positive and negative Y , ηV asymptotes to approximately −3 and −20 respectively, thus
satisfying the Hessian swampland conjecture.
large. Furthermore, the potential becomes negative for
Y <
R0
2
log
[
2
3(R′)2
]
. (4.17)
For these values of Y , neither conjecture regarding the potential need be satisfied. However,
the classical solution does not yield inflation in this region, since this corresponds to H > 3
along the trajectory.
Additionally, ηH is identically 0, so inflation does not end
6. This may be resolved by
patching the potential beyond the point (XN , Y0) on the trajectory for the desired number
of e-folds N .
Another class of analytically tractable superpotentials includes shifted monomials of the
form W (X) = λnX
n+B. Notably, they ensure that inflation terminates after a finite number
of e-folds:
Y (t) = Y0, X(t) =

X0 = constant, n = 1
X0e
−2λ(e−2Y/R0 )t, n = 2[
(n− 2)(2e−2Y/R0λt− C)] 12−n , n ≥ 3 (4.18)
N(X) =
e2Y/R0
2n
(X20 −X2) (4.19)
− Be
2Y/R0
2λ
×
{
1
2−n(X
2−n −X2−n0 ), n 6= 2
log
(
X
X0
)
, n = 2
(4.20)
6In the sense of [39], background motion with constant slow-roll parameters can be seen as the critical
point of a dynamical system.
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However, they do not feature constant turning, nor can V be chosen to be O(1) globally:
ω
H
=
2n
R0
e−Y/R0
X
1
1 + nBλXn
(4.21)
H =
2n2e−2Y/R0
X2
(
1
1 + nBλXn
)2
(4.22)
V =
2n2e−2Y/R0
X2
(
3
1+ nB
λXn
− n−1n H
)2
(3− H)2 +
2
R20
2H
(3− H)2 . (4.23)
In principle, one can use these monomials to construct patches to the trajectories of (4.3) to
end inflation. The parameters λ, B, and n can be fixed to match the potential and its first
two derivatives such that the transition between trajectories is smooth.
The quantum perturbations in this model are well studied, since it is a subclass of Shift-
Symmetric Orbital Inflation [57] and of the broader category of models studied in [157]. As
these authors show, our model has an exactly massless entropic perturbation as a consequence
of a flat direction in the effective potential whose gradient is
V αeff = V
α + 2HH
2Γασσ (4.24)
where α indexes non-adiabatic directions. In this case, V yeff is identically zero.
As the entropic mass is smaller than H2, we expect the isocurvature perturbations to
be of the same magnitude as the adiabatic perturbations at horizon exit. After horizon exit,
entropic perturbations will freeze (2.9). As long as ω/H & 1, the entropic modes will feed
the growth of the adiabatic modes causing them to grow linearly with time. This feature
reduces the ratio of the entropic power over the adiabatic power as inflation continues and
ω/H remains large. Due to the unending linear growth of the adiabatic perturbation for the
exponential superpotential, we cannot consistently analyze the phenomenology of this family
of models numerically. Such a calculation would be sensitive to the length of inflation, and
selecting one by hand is arbitrary when the powerspectra continue to evolve. In addition,
because the adiabatic mode has not frozen out, its superhorizon evolution would depend on
the exact structure of the patch applied to the potential to end inflation.
In summary, exponential superpotentials have classical trajectories that allow H  1
and ηV . −1, with V & 1 in some regions. Albeit, satisfying both the high-slope swampland
conjecture and the distance conjecture will require patching in some regions of field space
away from the inflationary trajectory. The analysis of quantum perturbations shows that the
entropic mode mass-squared, µ2s =Mss+3ω2, is exactly massless which ensures perturbations
in this model are stable. This result was proven by [57] and is generic to the combination
of metric (4.1) and potentials of the form (4.3). Precise phenomenological calculations with
this model would require patching the potential to perform consistently.
5 Conclusions
In this work we present two families of multi-field Lagrangians that inflate in regions of
high-slope potentials, one in flat space and the other in a negatively curved field space. The
strong deviations of the inflationary trajectory from the geodesics make this possible. We
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check that perturbation theory is sound and compare the predictions for different observables
with Planck’s measurements.
Our flat field space model has three fields and a helix-like potential. We identify a set
of parameters for which there is an inflationary trajectory. Around this background, only
one of the perturbations is light, it freezes on superhorizon scales, and the predictions for
scalar index and isocurvature power are compatible with Planck’s measurements. To predict
the values for the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the bispectrum, which have not been directly
computed, we evaluate the effective value of cs and substitute in the corresponding effective
field theory expressions. The estimated value of f
(eq)
NL is compatible with Planck’s upper
bounds but the value of r ∼ 0.2 exceeds the current experimental upper bound [171]. This
potential does not globally satisfy the swampland conjectures (1.2), but it does satisfy them
around the inflationary trajectory in a region of at least O(MPl). We do not know of any
UV-complete theory that will produce this type of potential. In summary, this potential
has many desirable features for inflation in a UV-complete theory, but we cannot claim it as
an example of inflation that is simultaneously compatible with the high-slope and distance
conjectures and all Planck/BICEP’s measurements.
In the second part of the paper we analyze a negatively curved field-space metric and a
family of potentials introduced a while ago by Chen et al. These are two-field models with two
light perturbations: a light adiabatic perturbation and a massless entropic one. As a result,
the entropic perturbations freeze after horizon crossing while the adiabatic perturbation
grows linearly with time. As in the previous case, the inflationary trajectory is embedded in
a region where the potential has high slope. However, in this case, the potential always has
a tachyonic direction and globally satisfies the swampland conjectures. The perturbations
grow indefinitely, making experimental predictions unreliable without a modification to the
potential.
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A Transport Method
The transport method [165] is a robust and numerically stable technique for evolving in-
flationary perturbations. For convenience, we briefly summarize the method here. In this
section lowercase latin indices will run from 0, . . . , 2Nf − 1, while uppercase latin indices will
be consistent with the rest of this paper and run from 1, . . . , Nf .
In the transport method, rather than evolving the perturbations directly, we evolve their
two-point functions. For convenience we define a concatenation of the field and momenta
perturbations Xa ≡ {Q, δpi}, where
δpiI ≡ ∂NQI (A.1)
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The perturbations’ equations of motion (2.3) can be written, to tree level, as
∂NX
a = uabX
b + . . . (A.2)
where
uab ≡
(
0 δA
B¯
−δA¯B k
2
a2H2
− MA¯B
H2
δA¯
B¯
(H − 3)
)
(A.3)
We define the two-point function as
〈XaXb〉 = (2pi)
3
k3
δ(~k + ~k′)Σab. (A.4)
We can evolve the dimensionless two-point function Σab in time as
Σab(N) = Γac (N,N0)Γ
b
d(N,N0)Σ
cd(N0) (A.5)
dΓab
dN
= uacΓ
c
b (A.6)
where Γab (N,N0) propagates the evolution from a time with known initial conditions N0, to
a later time N .
When a mode is sufficiently subhorizon, Σab will be approximately the dimensionless
two-point function of a Bunch-Davies state. For a mode with wavenumber k, this is
Σab|BD =
(
H2GIJ
2 |kτ |2 −H
2GI¯J
2 |kτ |2
−H2GIJ¯2 |kτ |2 H
2GI¯J¯
2 |kτ |4
)
(A.7)
In our simulations, we impose these initial conditions 8 e-folds before the mode exits the
horizon. Note that these initial conditions have corrections proportional to powers of H (see
around (3.9) of [165]). In our high-slope inflation models, H is small at the time we impose
these initial conditions.
In order to compute the physical gauge-invariant quantity ζ, the adiabatic perturbation
on surfaces of constant density, we need to transform out of spatially flat gauge. The relevant
transformation is [165]
Na =
(
piA
2H
, 0
)
(A.8)
where piA ≡ ∂NφA. We can then define the ζ powerspectrum
Pζ(k,N) =
1
2pi2
Na(N)Nb(N)Σ
ab(k,N) (A.9)
The scalar spectral index is then
ns − 1 ≡ d logPζ
d log k
(A.10)
which we fit numerically, after solving for Σab over a range of k-values. The isocurvature
powerspectra are given by scalar fluctuations perpendicular to the adiabatic direction. We
label a basis for these directions (i.e. the null space of NA) as v
α
I , where α labels the Nf − 1
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basis vectors and I labels theNf vector components. We define the isocurvature powerspectra
as
Pαβiso =
1
2pi2
1
2H
vαI (N)v
β
J (N)Σ
IJ(k,N) (A.11)
Note that we only index the field-field quadrant of the 2-point correlation matrix for this
expression. The equivalent gauge transformation here is the 2H in the denominator. In
practice, we often do not care about the individual isocurvature powerspectra, but only the
total amount of isocurvature. This is given by the trace Piso ≡ δαβPαβiso .
B Derivation of Superpotential Model
Potentials of the form (4.3) lead to the equation:
φ˙I = −2GIJ ∂W
∂φJ
(B.1)
In the two field case we considered in this paper where W only depends on X, this implies
Y˙ = 0. In this Appendix we show that the converse is also true. We show that the potential
(4.3) may be obtained by examining Y˙ = 0 solutions to (2.1). Imposing this constraint, the
equations of motion become
3H2 =
1
2
e2Y/R0X˙2 + V (B.2)
X¨ + 3HX˙ + e−2Y/R0∂XV = 0 (B.3)
− 1
R0
e2Y/R0X˙2 + ∂Y V = 0. (B.4)
Solving for X˙ and taking another time derivative, we obtain
X¨ =
R0
2
e−2Y/R0VY X . (B.5)
Substituting into the Friedmann equation, we find
3H = ±
√
3
√
R0
2
VY + V . (B.6)
The X equation of motion thus becomes
VX +
R0
2
VY X = ±
√
3eY/R0
√
V +
R0
2
VY
√
R0VY , (B.7)
or
2∂X
(√
V +
R0
2
VY
)
= ±
√
3R0e
Y/R0
√
VY . (B.8)
Chen et al.’s solution arises from choosing a potential of the form V (X,Y ) = h(X) +
f(X)g(Y ). Equation (B.7) then becomes
h′(X) + f ′(X)g(Y ) +
R0
2
f ′(X)g′(Y ) = ±
√
3R0e
Y/R0
√
h(X) + f(X)g(Y ) +
R0
2
f(X)g′(Y )
×
√
f(X)g′(Y ).
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Choosing g(Y ) = −2e−2Y/R0 , this simplifies to
h′(X) = ±
√
12h(X)f(X). (B.9)
Defining h(X) ≡ H2(X) and f(X) ≡ F 2(X), we see that
[H ′(X)]2 = 3F 2(X). (B.10)
For W (X) ≡ H(X)√
3
, we recover the potential (4.3).
A separable potential, V (X,Y ) = f(X)g(Y ), corresponds to taking h(X) = 0 above.
Equation (B.7) becomes
f ′(X)
±√3R0f(X)
=
√
g′(Y )e2Y/R0
g(Y ) + R02 g
′(Y )
≡ C, (B.11)
where C is a constant. Solving for f and g, we find
f(X) ∝ e±
√
3R0CX (B.12)
g(Y ) ∝ exp
[
log(2e2Y/R0 −R0C2)− 2Y
R0
]
. (B.13)
This yields
V (X,Y ) = Be±
√
3R0C2X
(
1− R0
2
C2e−2Y/R0
)
, (B.14)
where B is a constant. Note that this separable potential is equivalent to the (4.3) with
W (X) = AeX/R
′
, R0C
2 = 4
3(R′)2 , and B = 3A
2.
C Derivation of Geodesics
For the field space with metric given in (4.1), we solve the geodesic equation:
(φ′′)I + ΓIJK(φ
′)J(φ′)K = 0 (C.1)
where λ parametrizes the geodesic and primes denote derivatives with respect to λ. Using
the Christoffel symbols in (4.2), we obtain geodesic equations:
X ′′ +
2
R0
X ′Y ′ = 0 (C.2)
Y ′′ − 1
R0
e2Y/R0(X ′)2 = 0. (C.3)
The X equation can be expressed as:
∂λ
(
X ′e2Y/R0
)
= 0 ⇒ X ′e2Y/R0 = C1 (C.4)
where C1 is a constant of integration. The Y equation then becomes:
Y ′′ − C
2
1
R0
e−2Y/R0 = 0. (C.5)
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This admits a solution of the form:
Y (λ) = R0 log
[
C21k1e
√
k1(k2+λ)/R0 + e−
√
k1(k2+λ)/R0
2k1
]
, (C.6)
where k1 and k2 are constants of integration. Inserting this into the X equation, we have:
X ′ = C1
[
2k1
C21k1e
√
k1(k2+λ)/R0 + e−
√
k1(k2+λ)/R0
]2
. (C.7)
This yields:
X(λ) = C − 2
√
k1R0
C1
1
C21k1e
2
√
k1(k2+λ)/R0 + 1
. (C.8)
Inverting this and using the solution for Y , we obtain:
Y (X) = R0 log
 R0
(C −X)
√
2
√
k1R0
C1(C−X) − 1
 . (C.9)
Defining K = 2
√
k1R0
C1
, this simplifies to:
Y (X) = R0 log
[
R0√
C −X√K − C +X
]
. (C.10)
The parameters C and K may be fixed such that the geodesic passes through any two points
(X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) such that X1 6= X2; doing so yields
K =
√
(X2 −X1)2 + 2(Q1 +Q2) + (Q2 −Q1)
2
(X2 −X1)2 (C.11)
C =
1
2
(
X2 +X1 +
Q2 −Q1
X2 −X1 +K
)
(C.12)
Q1 = R
2
0e
−2Y1/R0 , Q2 = R20e
−2Y2/R0 . (C.13)
The geodesic distance between two points (Xi, Yi) and (Xf , Yf ) is given by:
S =
∫
ds =
∫ Xf
Xi
√
e2Y/R0 +
(
dY
dX
)2
dX. (C.14)
Integrating along the path given by (C.10), we have:
S =
R0K
2
∫ Xf
Xi
1
(C −X)(C −K −X)dX
=
R0
2
log
[
C −Xf
C −K −Xf
C −K −Xi
C −Xi
]
. (C.15)
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